Abstract
Introduction
Object detection has benefited a lot from recent advances of deep CNN architectures. However state-ofart detectors are cumbersome to deploy on low computation devices. Previous works mainly focus on Quantization [12, 14, 36, 28] which efficiently reduces computation
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Fine-grained imitation on those locations Near object anchor location Figure 1 . Illustration on principle of the proposed method. Red and green bounding boxes on the left two images are selected prior anchor boxes on corresponding locations. The red anchors have the largest overlap with ground truth bounding boxes and the green ones indicate near object samples. The motivation is that the discrepancy of feature response on near object anchor locations reveals how a learned teacher model tends to generalize (e.g., how the teacher responses on those intersections of crowed objects compared to on-object locations reflects how it separates and detects those crowded instances). Our method thus first locates these knowledge-dense locations and let the student model imitate teacher's high-level feature responses on them.
and model size, and network pruning [14, 13, 1, 34] that prunes redundant connections in large models. However these approaches may require dedicated hardware or software customization to get practical speedup.
A promising high level method to directly learn compact models end-to-end is knowledge distillation [16] . A student model learns the behavior of a stronger teacher network to get enhanced generalization. However, prior works on knowledge distillation [16, 32, 38, 6, 18] are mostly devoted to classification and rarely consider object detection. A detection model may only involve a few classes, with which much less knowledge can be distilled from inter-class similarity of teacher's softened outputs. Also, detection requires reliable localization in addition to classification, vanilla distillation can not be applied for distilling localization knowledge. Besides, the extreme imbalance of foreground and background instances also makes bounding box annotations less voluminous. We find that merely adding distillation loss only gives minor boost for student (ref. Sec. 4.2) .
Similar to knowledge distillation, hint learning [32] improves student models by minimizing the discrepancy of full high level features of the teacher and student models. But we find that directly applying hint learning on detection model hurts performance (ref. Sec. 4.2) . The intuition is that detectors care more about local regions that overlap with ground truth objects while classification models pay more attention to global context. So directly doing full feature imitation would unavoidably introduces large amount of noise from uncared areas, especially for object detection where background instances are overwhelming and diverse.
Recall in knowledge distillation, relative probabilities on different classes indeed tell a lot about how the teacher model tends to generalize. Similarly, since detectors care more about local object regions, the discrepancy of feature response on close anchor locations near the object also conveys important information about how a complex detection model detects the object instances. Aiming to utilize this inter-location discrepancy for distilling knowledge in object detector, we develop a novel mechanism exploiting ground truth bounding boxes and anchor priors to effectively estimate those informative near object anchor locations, then make student model imitate teacher on them, as shown in Figure 1 .
We term this method as fine-grained feature imitation. Our method effectively addresses the above mentioned challenge: 1) We do not rely on softened output of teacher model as in vanilla knowledge distillation of classification model, but depends on a inter-location discrepancy of teacher's high level feature response. 2) Finegrained feature imitation before classification and localization heads improves both sub-tasks. We show in Sec 4.4.2 and Sec 4.4.3 that our method effectively enhanced the student model's ability on class discrimination and localization. 3) Our method avoids those noisy less informative background area which leads to degraded performance of full feature imitation, study of the per-channel variance on high level feature maps in Sec 4.4.5 validates this intuition.
To validate our method, we first experiment on a developed lightweight toy detector that carries main principle of current state-of-the-art anchor based detection models. Applying the method to this lightweight architecture, we can produce much smaller model with up to 15% boost of mAP compared to the non-imitated counterpart. We then perform extensive experiments on the state-fo-the-art Faster R-CNN model under various scenarios including imitation over shallow student, halved student and multi-layer imitation, on the widely used common object detection benchmarks of PASCAL VOC [7] and MSCOCO [23] . The experiments demonstrate the broad applicability and superior performance of our proposed method.
Related Works
Object detection Recently with the development of deep CNN model for image classification task, various approaches [10, 9, 31, 4, 29, 30, 24, 22] are proposed for object detection which significantly outperform traditional methods. The line of works are pioneered by R-CNN [10] that extracts and classifies each region of interest (ROI) to detect objects. [9, 31] extend and improve the framework for improved performance. One-stage detectors [29, 24] are proposed driven by the requirement of real time inference. Similarly we design the lightweight detector partly for implementation on mobile devices. Knowledge distillation Following the seminal work [15] , various knowledge distillation approaches were proposed [32, 38, 6, 18] . Hint learning [32] explores an alternative way for distillation, where the supervision from teacher models comes from high level features. [38] proposed to force the student model to mimic the teacher model on the features specified by an attention map. [6] proposed to exploit relationship between different samples, and utilizes cross sample similarities to improve distillation. [18] formalizes distillation as a distribution matching problem to optimize the student model. A few recent works explored distillation approach for compressing detection models. [5] tried adding both full feature imitation and specific distillation loss on detection heads, but we find full feature imitation brings degraded performance for student model and it is unclear how to deal with region proposal [11] inconsistency between teacher and student when performing the distillation. [20] proposed to only transfer knowledge under the area of proposals, but the mimicking regions depend on the output of model itself and it is not applicable for onestage detector. Model acceleration To speed up deep neural network model without losing accuracy, quantization [40, 28, 37, 12, 14, 36] uses low-precision model parameter representation. Connection pruning or weight sparsifying [14, 13, 27] prune redundant connections in large models. However, these approaches require specific hardware or software customization to get practical speedup. For example, weight pruning needs support of sparse computations and quantization relies on low-bit operations. Some prior works [19, 25, 2] propose to do channel level pruning. But when pruning ratio is higher, those methods unavoidably hurt performance significantly. Some works employ low rank approximation to large layers [33, 35] . But the actual speedup are usually much less than theoretical values.
Method
In this work, we developed a simple to implement finegrained feature imitation method utilizing inter-location discrepancy of teacher's feature response on near object anchor locations for distilling the knowledge in cumbersome detection models. Our Intuition is that the discrepancy of feature response on the near object anchor locations reveals important information of how large detector tends to generalize, with which learned knowledge can be distilled. Specifically, we propose a novel mechanism to estimate those anchor locations which forms fine-grained local feature regions close to object instances, and let a student model imitate teacher model's high level feature response on those regions to get enhanced performance. This intuitive method is general for current state-of-the-art anchor based detection models (e.g., Faster R-CNN [31] , SSD [24] , YOLOV2 [30] ), and is orthogonal to other model acceleration methods including network pruning and quantization.
Imitation region estimation
As shown in Fig. 1 , the near object anchor locations form local feature region for each object. To formally define and study the local feature region, we utilize ground truth bounding boxes and anchor priors to calculate those regions as a mask I for each independent image, and control the size of regions by a thresholding factor ψ. In the following, with feature maps, we always refer to the last features where anchor priors are defined on [31] .
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 2 , for each ground truth box, we compute the IOU between it and all anchors, which forms a W × H × K IOU map m. Here W and H denote width and height of the feature map, and K indicates the K preset anchor boxes. Then we find the largest IOU value M = max(m), times the thresholding factor ψ to obtain a filter threshold F = ψ * M . With F , we filter the IOU map to keep those larger then F locations and combine them with OR operation to get a W × H mask. Loop over all ground truth boxes and combine the masks, we get the final fine-grained imitation mask I.
When ψ = 0, the generated mask includes all locations on the feature map while no locations are kept when ψ = 1. We can get varied imitation mask by varying ψ. In all experiments, a constant ψ = 0.5 is used. We show ψ = 0.5 offers the best distillation performance in detailed ablation study (ref. to Sec 4.4.4). The reason we do not use fixed value of F to filter the IOU map is that object size usually varies in a large range. Fixed threshold values would be biased for objects at certain scales and ratios (ref. Sec. 4.2).
Fine-grained feature imitation
In order to carry out imitation, we add a full convolution adaptation layer after corresponding student model before calculating distance metric between student and teacher's feature response, as shown in Figure 2 . We add the adaptation layer for two reasons: 1) The student feature's channel number may not be compatible with teacher model. The added layer can align the former to the later for calculating distance metric. 2) We find even when student and teacher have compatible features, forcing student to approximate teacher feature directly leads to minor gains compared to the adapted counterpart.
We now introduce the feature imitation details. Define s as student model's guided feature map and t as corresponding teacher's feature map. For each near object anchor location (i, j) on the feature map of width W and height H, we train student model to minimize the following objective:
to learn the teacher detection model's knowledge. Together with all estimated near anchor location(the imitation mask I), the distillation objective is to minimize:
where
(2) Here I is the imitation mask, N p is the number of positive points in the mask, f adap (·) is the adaptation function. Then the overall training loss of a student model is:
where L gt is the detection training loss and λ is imitation loss weight balancing factor. Table 1 . Imitation result on the toy detector and results of some comparing methods. 1× is the base detector, 0.5× and 0.25× are directly pruned model trained with ground truth supervision, serving as baselines. -I means with additional proposed imitation loss, -F indicates with full feature imitation, -G means using directly scaled ground truth boxes as imitation region, -D means adding only vanilla distillation loss, -ID indicates the case that both proposed imitation loss and distillation loss are imposed.
Experiments
To validate our method, we first perform experiments on a developed lightweight toy detector with the KITTI detection benchmark which contains three road object classes. We then further validate the method on state-of-the-art Faster R-CNN model under various network setting with widely used common object detection benchmarks. The toy detector carries simplest principle of state-of-the-art anchor based detection model, while the performance is not comparable to those cumbersome and multi-stage stage or multilayer detection models, it can applied to mobile devices. All quantitative results are evaluated in average precision (AP).
Lightweight detector
We first present a manually designed lightweight detector for evaluating the performance enhancement of the proposed imitation method. This detector is based on the Shufflenet [39] which gives excellent classification performance with limited flops and parameters. However, the Shufflenet architecture itself is dedicated for image classification. We find directly adapting it to detection produces terrible result. This is because each point on the top feature map has an equivalent stride of 32, leading to very coarse alignment of anchor boxes on the input images. Moving to lower output layer with smaller stride also performs not well as features are less powerful therein.
To address the above deficiencies, we make the following refactoring and develop an improved one-stage lightweight model for detection. (1) We change stride of Conv1 from 2 to 1. The original network design quickly downsamples the input image to reduce computational cost. But object detection requires higher resolution feature to make downstream feature decoder (the detector heads) work well. Such modification enables utilization of all convolution layers while preserves high resolution for the top feature map. (2) We modify the output channel of Conv1 from 24 to 16, which reduces memory footprint and computation. (3) We reduce the block number of stage-3 from 8 to 6. We find such modification leads to slightly lower pre-training precision, but does not hurt detection performance. The overall runtime is reduced significantly. (4) We add two additional shufflenet blocks which are trained from scratch before the regression and classification head. The added blocks provide additional adaptation of the high level feature for detection. (5) We employ very simple RPNalike detector which discriminate between classes. Unlike previous layers, the detection heads use full convolution, while parameters are increased, we find this significantly improves accuracy. We refer such lightweight base detector as 1× in the following sections. Refer to the supplementary material for architecture diagram of the model.
Imitation with lightweight detectors
We first apply the proposed method to the toy detector presented above. We use the base model as teacher (denoted as 1×), and directly halve channels of each layer for student model. Specifically, we halve once of teacher model to get the 0.5× model, and halve twice (75% channels removed) to obtain the 0.25× model. We conduct the experiments on challenging KITTI [8] dataset. Since test set annotation is not available, we follow [3, 26] to split training dataset into training and validation sets and carefully make sure they do not come from the same video sequence. We use the official evaluation tool to evaluate detector performance on the validation set. Table 3 .2 shows overall imitation results of the student models, as well as comparison to other methods. It is well known that reduction on parameters and computation always brings exponential performance drop, e.g., the 0.5× model sacrifices only around 4.7 mAP compared to the teacher, while 0.25× halving results in 16.7 mAP drop. In such hard cases, the presented method still achieves significant boost for student models, i.e., the 0.5× model gets 2.5 mAP improvement, the 0.25× model is boosted by 6.6 mAP (0.25×-I), which is 14.7% of the non-imitated one. Note the improvement for 0.5× model on pedestrian is smaller than other classes as the gap between teacher and non-imitated student is minor on pedestrian.
We conduct experiments on 4 comparing settings with the 0.25× model. As shown in last 4 lines of Table 3 .2. The first is hint learning [32] (i.e. full feature imitation, denoted as 0.25×-F). Though performing well for classification, it brings large performance drop (8.9 mAP) to the original 0.25× model. We conjecture this is because background noise overwhelms the informative supervision signal from teacher model which is verified in Sec. 4.4.5. The very simple setting (0.25×-G) of directly scaling ground truth boxes with same stride on the feature layer and applying imitation on those areas gives much less gain than the proposed method. The reason is that while noise from background regions is avoided, the method also missed the important supervision from some near object locations. In the third setting (0.25×-D), we find adapting the vanilla knowledge distillation [16] to detection setting produces unpleasant result (only 0.9 increase of mAP), verifies our intuition in Sec. 1. Finally, we try to combine distillation loss with imitation loss (denoted as 0.25-ID), but the performance is worse than only using imitation term, implying high level feature imitation and distillation on model outputs have very divergent objectives.
Imitation with Faster R-CNN
We further perform extensive experiments with the more general architecture of Faster R-CNN model under three settings: 1) halved student model. 2) shallow student model. 3) multi-layer imitation.
Halved student model In this setting, we use Resnet101 based Faster R-CNN as teacher model and halve channel number of each layer including the fully connected layers to construct the student model. As shown in Table 4 and  Table 2 , we perform experiments with COCO and Pascal VOC07 dataset. Clearly halving the whole teacher model cause the performance to drop significantly. With imitation, the halved student model gets significant boost, i.e., 2.8 absolute mAP gain both in Pascal style average precision and COCO style average precision with COCO dataset; and 3.8 absolute mAP gain for Pascal VOC07 dataset. The results demonstrate that our method can effectively distill the teacher detector's knowledge into the halved student.
Shallow student network For this setting, instead of halving layer channels of teacher model, we choose shallower student backbone with similar architecture of teacher model. Specifically, we perform two imitation experiments: VGG11 based Faster R-CNN as student and VGG16 based one as teacher; Resnet50 based Faster R-CNN as student and Resnet101 based one as teacher. As shown in Table 3 , the shallow backbone based student model all gets significant improvement, especially for the VGG11 based student model, the imitated model gets 8.0 absolute gain in mAP, our method nearly recovers 74% of the performance drop due to shallow backbone.
Multi-layer imitation
The previous imitation experiments are with single layer of feature map, we further extend the experiment to multi-layer imitation with seminal work of Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) [21] . The FPN combined with Faster R-CNN framework perform region proposal on different layer with different anchor prior size, and pools feature on corresponding layer according to roi size. We compute the imitation region on each layer with corresponding prior anchors, and let student model imitate feature response on each layer. The teacher detection model is a Resnet50 FPN based Faster R-CNN, and student is a halved counterpart. As shown in Table 5 , imitated student gets 3.2 absolute mAP gain in Pascal style average precision and 3.6 mAP gain with COCO style average precision.
Analysis 4.4.1 Visualization of imitation mask
To better understand the imitation region generated by our approach, we visualize some example masks I on input image with the toy detector given sample from KITTI dataset. Specifically we scale the generated imitation mask I on the feature map to input image with corresponding stride(16 for the toy detector). It is obvious that some objects are missing with only F = 0.5, and nearly all imitation mask disappeared with F = 0.8. This is because constant filter threshold of F biases for those ground truth boxes of similar size with prior anchors. Our method with adaptive filter threshold greatly mitigates this problem.
Qualitative performance gain from imitation
In this subsection, we present some sampled detection outputs reflecting the enhanced ability of student detector through the imitation learning. The results are from VGG11 based Faster R-CNN model on VOC07 dataset (ref. +2.9 +2.6 +1.6 +4.1 +2.9 +1.2 +3.5 +5.0 +1.0 +1.9 +0.5 +3.6 +5.1 +2.3 +3.2 +1.1 +3.5 +7.9 +3.6 +2.3 +1.1 Table 3 . Imitation with shallow student model on Pascal-VOC07 dataset with Faster R-CNN model. +3.2 +3.6 +2.5 +2.9 +3.1 +2.8 +2.8 +5.1 +2.9 Table 5 . Result of multi-layer imitation on COCO dataset with Resnet50 FPN based Faster R-CNN model. lowing aspects: Improved discrimination ability. As shown in Fig 4(a) and Fig 4(f) , the color and style of lower part of the man's clothes is somewhat similar to that in some sofa objects. The raw student model mistakingly detect that as a sofa object with rather high confidence. While the imitated student avoids the error, indicating better discrimina- tion ability. It is interesting to note that the imitated student has lower confidence on the dog instance compared to the raw student model, we have observed the teacher model (VGG16 based Faster R-CNN) outputs confidence of 0.38 for the instance. This phenomenon reveals that the teacher model's learned knowledge has been effectively transfered to the student model. More reliable localization. As shown in Fig 4(b) and Fig 4(g) , the raw student model outputs a rather inaccurate location of the woman as a person instance. While the imitated student model learns better localization knowledge from the teacher and outputs a rather accurate bounding box for the person instance. Less repeated detection. As shown in Fig 4(c) and Fig 4(h) , the raw student model outputs repeated detections for the tvmonitors which are unfortunately not able to be suppressed by NMS. While the imitated model predicts single bounding box for each object. This phenomenon indicates imitated student has better ability handling close to object input regions, this improvement comes from improved region proposal and enhanced ROI processing ability. Less background error. As shown in Fig 4(d) and Fig 4(i) , the raw student model wrongly predict an area of background as a cat instance. While the imitated the student avoids the error, indicating lower background false positive prediction. Avoiding grouped detection error. We have observed grouped detection of near objects is a common error case for the raw student model, as shown in left image of Fig 4(e) and Fig 4(j) . The imitated student gets improved ability in avoiding such error case.
Quantitative performance gain from imitation
We use the analysis tool from [17] to understand the type of detection errors reduced by imitating teacher model. The analysis is performed with the VGG11 Faster R-CNN student on Pascal VOC07 dataset (the teacher model is VGG16 based Faster R-CNN, ref.
to Table 3 for average precision gain results). We present analysis on 3 grouped object class set: 1) vehicles. 
Varying ψ for generating mask
To investigate the effects of region selection for imitation, we perform experiments on the 0.5× and 0.25× student models with varying thresholding factor ψ. We record mean value among three runs and plot the performance curve in Fig. 6 (a) When ψ = 0 , all points will be preserved and the method degenerates to full feature imitation as in hint learning. It is clear that imitated models are misguided severely. The mAP is even much lower than the ones trained with only ground truth supervision. As the threshold value increases, the student model performs much better, even with very low threshold of 0.1. This is strong evidence that the proposed approach effectively finds useful information while filters detrimental knowledges. The neutral value of 0.5 turns out to be optimal. When ψ is larger than 0.5, both students' mAP starts decreasing, but all the way still higher than when the value is 1.0, under which case the imitation reduces to only ground truth supervision. It is worth noting that when the ψ is larger than 0.5, the imitation regions quickly shrink and become extremely tiny and sparse, but imitation on those area still significantly boosts the students.
Per-channel variance of high level responses
To understand why full feature imitation produces deteriorated performance, we calculate the per-channel variance of the imitation feature map from a trained teacher model. We randomly sample and pass 10 images through the teacher model, calculate and record variances for anchor location within imitation region (with ψ = 0.5) and outside the region for each channel separately. Results are shown in Fig 6(b) and Fig 6(c) for the KITTI and COCO dataset on our 1× toy detector and Resnet101 based Faster R-CNN model. Clearly the variances under the regions selected with proposed approach are smaller than those outside the areas, and holds for nearly all channels. This indicates that responses on background areas contain much noise. Features from the regions within the mask are more informative. Since convolution shares weights for whole feature map, directly imitating global feature responses would unavoidably accumulate large amount of noisy gradients from background areas. We also empirically observed that the loss value of full feature imitation is more than ten times that of proposed approach throughout training with same normalization method, which corroborates the analysis.
Conclusion
In this work, we developed a simple to implement finegrained feature imitation method which employs the interlocation discrepancy of teacher detection model's feature response on near object anchor locations to distill the knowledge in a cumbersome object detector into a smaller one. Extensive experiments and analysis demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. Importantly, the method is orthogonal to and can be further combined with other model acceleration method including pruning and quantization.
